(1)

Someone with a set of Cape Triangulars collects what: postcards, stamps
or beer mats?
Stamps.

(2)

What is the more common name of ‘marsh gas’?
Methane.

(3)

Who was the first Englishman to circumnavigate the globe: Francis
Drake, Walter Raleigh or Martin Frobisher?
Francis Drake.

(4)

In 2010 which boyband launched their own brand of condoms?
JLS.

(5)

Which of these historical figures was ceremonially executed after his
death: Macbeth, Cardinal Wolsey or Oliver Cromwell?
Oliver Cromwell.

(6)

What shingle headland in Kent is home to two nuclear power stations
constructed in the 1960s and designated A and B?
Dungeness.

(7)

How many countries in Africa are kingdoms: 1, 3 or 5?
Three.

(8)

The Tavistock Fair in Devon usually held in October, trades what birds?
Geese.

(9)

Which of these was a Pulitzer Prize-winning novel of the 1990s: The
Shipping News, The Travel Bulletin or The Weather Forecast?
The Shipping News.

(10)

Which British rider crashed out of the 2014 Tour de France on the first
stage?
Mark Cavendish.
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(11)

The song ‘Cheek to Cheek’ first appeared in which musical: Top Hat,
Flying Down to Rio or The Gay Divorcee?
Top Hat.

(12)

What name is given to the person at the end of the rope on a tug-of-war
team?
Anchor.

(13)

Stomatology is the study of what part of the body: mouth, stomach or
intestines?
Mouth.

(14)

The island of Trinidad and Tobago lies only 7 miles off the coast of
which country
Venezuela.

(15)

What kind of dish is Flummery: fish pie, meat stew or milk pudding?
Milk pudding.

(16)

In Islam, the Hadith is a book containing the sayings and deeds of which
man?
Mohammad.

(17)

What was Karl Marx’s middle name: Engel, Claus or Henrik?
Henrik.

(18)

In Melville’s ‘Moby Dick’ what was Captain Ahab’s false leg made from?
Whale bone.

(19)

What is the world’s oldest surviving Islamic monument: Dome of the
Rock, Blue Mosque or Alhambra?
Dome of the Rock.

(20)

Name the ten largest countries in South America by land area according
to the CIA World Fact Book?
Brazil, Argentina, Peru, Bolivia, Colombia, Venezuela, Chile, Paraguay,
Ecuador & Guyana.
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(21)

What was the name of the government payment that was replaced by
Child Benefit in 1975?
Family Allowance.

(22)

What is added to evaporated milk to turn it into condensed milk?
Sugar.

(23)

What was the name of the prison in Northern Ireland where Bobby
Sands died in 1981?
The Maze.

(24)

Lynn Faulds Wood and Nick Ross were the first presenters of which TV
programme in 1985?
Watchdog.

(25)

What type of thick skinned orange is named after a nation port in
Israel?
Jaffa.

(26)

In chess notation, which piece is denoted by the letter ‘N’?
Knight.

(27)

A fire extinguisher with a black label contains what gas?
Carbon dioxide.

(28)

When it started in 1972, how many contestants were there in the
standard Mastermind quiz?
Five.

(29)

Apollo was the Greek god of what?
The Sun.

(30)

Which Manchester United manager was known as ‘The Doc’?
Tommy Docherty.
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(31)

What chemical element gets its name from the Greek word for ‘stone’:
Barium, Erbium or Lithium?
Lithium. (Lith = stone)

(32)

Who said in 1974 that he would “squeeze property speculators until the
pips squeak”?
Denis Healey.

(33)

Which rider won the 1970 World Show Jumping title on Beethoven:
David Broome, Harvey Smith or Michael Whitaker?
David Broome.

(34)

A bishop’s main church in a diocese is called what?
Cathedral.

(35)

Which of these Volcanos is on the Italian mainland: Stromboli, Etna or
Vesuvius?
Vesuvius.

(36)

The hepatic veins carry blood away from which organ?
Liver.

(37)

In mythology, who blinded Polyphemus the one-eyed giant: Achilles,
Jason or Odysseus?
Odysseus.

(38)

What group of dogs are named after the Latin word for earth?
Terriers.

(39)

Who did Winston Churchill call “a modest little man who has a good deal
to be modest about”: Clement Attlee, Anthony Eden or Harold
Macmillan?
Clement Attlee.

(40)

Name the ten most popular European city stag and hen party
destinations, not including the UK? (Based on bookings in the first 4
months of 2017)
Budapest, Prague, Benidorm, Krakow, Barcelona, Amsterdam, Dublin,
Riga, Marbella & Hamburg.
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